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PROFILE

Let’s build an awesome product together.

A few of my personal qualities...

What started as a favor to create a simple website for my parents’ photography business at age
fourteen has become a passion and career as I produce best-in-class experiences today. Careful
and concise design and development are fundamental in creating the most successful solutions for
any product. I am here to not only help achieve business goals, but to also deliver cutting-edge
experiences in an ever-changing and competitive industry that are sure to meet user needs.

Creative

Ambitious

Leader

Organized

Team-player

Dedicated

Professional

Passionate

EXPERIENCE

The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints
JUNE 2018

Senior Front-end Developer
Worked on a project to rewrite an existing financial application to use the latest technologies and dev practices.
HTML

CSS

JS

ES2018

ReactJS

Webpack

GraphQL

Git

Verizon Wireless

Software Engineer / UI Designer

JUNE 2017

Created a design system, architected a frontend project from the ground up based on ReactJS for operations.
HTML

CSS

JS

ES2016

ReactJS

Invision

Sketch

Webpack

Gulp

Git

Intuit

Software Engineer / UI Designer

APRIL 2016

Worked on a product that helps accountants better communicate and get documents from their clients. I helped in
the transition from AngularJS to ReactJS.
HTML

CSS

JS

ES2016

ReactJS

Invision

Sketch

Webpack

Gulp

Git

RSS.com

Cofounder - UI/UX Designer & Developer

APRIL 2015

Co-founded a startup that offered a FeedBurner-like experience that helps consumers subscribe to feeds easier.
HTML

CSS

JS

AngularJS 1.x

Sketch

Photoshop

Illustrator

Invision

Gulp

Git

SolutionStream

Sr. UI/UX Designer & Developer

JULY 2014

I worked on various projects for clients & used a wide array of technologies, techniques and styles.
HTML

CSS

JS

AngularJS 1.x

Sketch

Photoshop

Illustrator

Invision

Gulp

Git

NodeJS

USANA Health Sciences

Sr. UI/UX Design & Development Specialist

DECEMBER 2013

I ensured that all of the designs we were using, were consistent in both function and aesthetic. I designed,
developed, and lead the creation of their new web interface for their sales associate portal.
HTML

CSS

JS

AngularJS 1.x

Photoshop

Illustrator

Git

Ancestry.com

Sr. UI/UX Designer

MARCH 2013

I lead the UX/UI design & front-end development for their in-library product. In this position, I was responsible for
designing multiple user flows which were user tested with wireframes, mockups and prototypes.
HTML

CSS

JS

jQuery

NodeJS

Photoshop

Illustrator

Git

KiN2.me

UX Designer & Front-end Developer

NOVEMBER 2011

Developed their flagship web interface which allowed users to discover their distant relation to celebrities.
HTML

Others Include

2002 – 2012

CSS

JS

jQuery

Photoshop

EXTJS

USAA, MediaFire, and University of Texas at Houston

REFERENCES

Tiffany Chambers
SolutionStream

Joe Burkinshaw
SolutionStream

Brian Hansen

“Austin is truly one of the most talented people I know. From my first interaction with him I have been highly
impressed by his professionalism, technique, and out right passion for technology. Austin is one of those people
who belongs in technology. Some people strive to be the best in their field and for Austin it comes naturally. When
Austin relocated to Texas, Utah lost one of the best Designers in the state. I would highly recommend Austin for
anything from an individual contributor role to managing a design team. He is exceptional in everything from user
experience, front end design, to client interaction. We were lucky to have him as long as we did and you would be
too. Austin is an all star. He is highly proficient in working with the latest and greatest technologies including
HTML5, CSS3, Angular.js, API Integration, and much more. Feel free to reach out to me if you are looking for
additional information.”

“I had the pleasure of working with Austin on various projects. He excels at finding elegant solutions for complex
UX problems. The code he produces is clean standards compliant and cleaver. Austin is a powerful asset to any
UX or UI team and I would be honored to have him on my team again.”
“Austin is comfortable with both visual design and building working prototypes. He has strong CSS skills and is
interested in keeping up with the latest tools and platforms. He responds well to coaching and is eager to learn
and grow in his career.”

Ancestry.com

Blake Scarbrough
Ancestry.com

Jeffrey Dibble
University of Texas at Houston

“Austin has a good eye on web design and can take a project and make it look good and usable. He has an
excellent handle on CSS/HTML and whatever tool you throw at him. He is driven and interested in keeping up with
latest trends within the industry.”
“Austin Condiff is the most creative, principled and innovative designer I have had the privilege of working with and
getting to know. Austin has 'insane' creative and artistic design abilities. His natural and self-taught abilities excel
those with degrees and experience already working in the field. Austin displays maturity, teachability and
undaunted dedication to completing/exceeding project expectations. He has a courageous optimism to venture
into unfamiliar territory and still deliver cutting-edge work.”

SKILLS
UX/UI Design

Sketch/Figma/Framer/XD

HTML5

ReactJS

Apple Final Cut Pro X

Conceptualization

Invision

CSS3

Next.js

Apple Motion

Wireframing

Adobe Photoshop

Javascript (ES)

Webpack

Photography

Prototyping

Adobe Illustrator

Front-end Development

GraphQL

Videography

User Testing

Adobe After Effects

Front-end Architecture

NodeJS

Photography

Drawing

Good Food

Movies

Scuba Diving

Interior Design

Travel

Music

Biking

Piano

Socializing

Self Education

HOBBIES

austincondiff

CREATIVE UI ENGINEER

Self Improvement

